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9 Jan 2018 13:30-15:00

Participants:

Marjut, CSC
Magchiel, SURFsara
Roberta, EGI.eu
Damien, CSC
Sergio, EGI.eu
Maria, CLARIN
? , ELIXIR (joined later)

Apologies:

Rob, UEDIN (attending the GA, communicating via GoogleDoc!)

Marjut presented the agenda for the meeting and expected output proposed by the AMB. Concerns were expressed on the work needed to
support the OpenAIRE-Advance+EOSC-hub collaboration as there is not direct funding.

Strategy Board: there is a feeling that this board is not needed and overlapping the PMB function; in a previous meeting, Skordas reported that
the governance structure is complex. Rob (not present in the meeting but in the GA instead) reports that the GA has adopted the SB as a formal
body, comprising “at least 5 members”; this will be written into the Consortium Agreement.

Q: what is the relationship between WP2 and the Strategy Board?

Slide presentation at the GA said: “

The SB gives direction to the PMB and the GA by advising on strategy, including exploitation and service deployment plans.
The SB contributes to the definition, maintenance and implementation of the project strategy plan

Task 2.1 Strategic Direction: oversee the coordination and planning of strategic activities, in collaboration with the PMB and other
strategic boards

Members are from within the project consortium
SB Members will elect the chair among them for a period of up to eighteen (18) months. The chair mandate can be extended. PC
and PD are ex-officio non-voting Members.

Board will comprise at least 5 Members (this point added during the GA meeting)”

External Advisory Board could be a joint one with OpenAIRE-Advance, although it seems Natalia/OpenAIRE was not in favour;

PMB: 11-Member, college-based structure of 2 EGI + 2 EUDAT + 2 IDC + 5 thematic/competence centre Members

Two responsibilities from the WP:

Aligning the strategy among the partners and among WPs

Magchiel suggests to use “scenario planning”, to identify the key uncertainties in our surroundings, and we need to test various options; scenario
is not a variant: e.g. for shell, what-if we run out of gas, what-if EDI takes off; what-if Member States decide not to fund trans-national access;
About governance, we need to be clear about what we want to govern first; first we need to identify the problem to solve and then to develop
solutions

Task 2.1:

Starting from the success stories of the e-Infras, we can identify the 4/5 key questions, develop scenarios and propose to the PMB for
feedback
Identify the key directions by mid-February

Magchiel said that there will be the INFRAEOSC-03-2020 call in 2020 of 79ME. By that time, we need to be able to demonstrate that we are able
to deliver and be ready for that call. That will be based on output funding (paying against usage) + level playing field.

RTD vision: RIs in the driving seat;

CONNECT vision: we spend efficiently on e-infrastructures and we can demonstrate it

ELIXIR: sees EOSC as the shoppify of digital services for research; can build specialised e-commerce website for specific domains; Magchiel:
shoppify, I think about a market (in the economic terms) that is regulated; two levels of regulations are mentioned: 1) high-level (don’t know



anything illegal); 2) how a certain domain can provide curated services in the EOSC

9 Jan 2018 15:30-18:00

Participants:

Marjut, CSC
Magchiel, SURFsara
Sergio, EGI.eu
Yannick, EGI.eu
Ludek, CESNET
Matthew, JISC
Rob, UEDIN
Luciano, INFN (T2.3)
Damien, CSC
Emanouil Atanassov, (joined later)

Discussion on relationship between WP2, WP3, WP4, WP10 with regards to the development of the service catalogue.

We notice that the slides from Marjut use an older version of the proposal definition.

Final DoA: http://go.egi.eu/EOSC-hub-doa

Confluence area for WP2: https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSC/WP2+Strategy+and+Business+Developement

T2.1:

Discussion about level of consultation with PMB; it is better to say that we need to consult with the relevant boards of the project, PMB being one
of them; the strategy board also needs to be included;

For Magchiel, the PMB is similar to the Boards of Directors in a company; quick/direct consultation
PMB has a non-voting/non-executive chair (Per Oster); the PMB will meet likely once a month;
Proposal to have a first draft to PMB at month 3 and month 5 for approval what goes into the deliverable; https://confluence.egi.eu/displa
y/EOSC/D2.1+First+EOSC-Hub+Strategy+plan

T2:2:

PMB approves changes to the service portfolio
Alignment of processes and templates with eInfraCentral and EOSCpilot needed
What is an EOSC service vs EOSC-hub service?
What does it mean to be an EOSC-hub service?

EOSC: SSO, standards, protocols, API
Output from T2.2:

Process, template
The actual portfolio + catalogue
Criteria for inclusion (in collaboration with WP4 and WP10)

T2.3:

No deliverable before M18
Some activity to be performed during the first year

T2.4:

Out of time 
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